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Kofax
Analytics for
TotalAgility
A COMPLETE VIEW OF BUSINESS
PROCESSES
Kofax Analytics for TotalAgility® provides organizations using
TotalAgility with the ability to analyze the effectiveness of their
business processes. It includes a pre-packaged bundle of
metrics, dashboards and reports. The solution also allows
organizations to create new reports and dashboards based on a
library of best practices metrics, and features pre-built content
for capture-based processes.
Organizations can create new analysis records, metrics,
dashboards and reports from the underlying TotalAgility data
sources. Using this additional power, businesses have access to a
full breadth of process intelligence and analytics for all of their
TotalAgility project data. With actionable analytics, organizations
can now make changes and improve processes, driven by
analytics results.

TOTALAGILITY—A VERSATILE PLATFORM
Kofax TotalAgility is an intelligent automation platform for digital
transformation of business that combines mobility, cognitive
capture, RPA, process orchestration, and analytics to simplify and
streamline building intelligent automation processes. Without
needing to modify any systems of record, organizations can
design, process, develop and deploy applications— all on a single
platform for lower TCO and faster time to market.

BEST PRACTICES DASHBOARD LIBRARY
Analytics for TotalAgility provides organizations with a unified
view of their entire operation, while also delivering the ability to
quickly drill into the details of individual tasks managed by their
TotalAgility environment. The library includes visualizations and
analyses of both completed and ongoing processes.

“With the Kofax solution, we can
rely on near-zero errors in our data
entry and processing, which creates
peace of mind for us and for our
contractors.”
Jeff Stratton,
Senior Project Manager, AMN Healthcare
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The solution also features pre-built content for capture-based
processes, including document classification rates, field
extraction rates, user productivity, operation costs, and more.

RAPIDLY CUSTOMIZABLE
In addition to dashboards and reports, Analytics for TotalAgility
empowers non-technical users to create and share dashboards

INFORMATION WHEN YOU NEED IT

tailored to their unique operational requirements. This ensures

By providing access to operational metrics and analyses in near

their particular purpose.

real time, organizations can use the most up-to-date information
in their decision-making processes. These insights can also be
easily shared with peers via a variety of collaboration features.

PROCESS INTELLIGENCE
Users have access to analytics of content and process data which
helps the business make informed, effective decisions, with
process intelligence charts and simulations not only based on
process steps, but on additional metrics such as state changes
and milestone achievements. Through a variety of interactions
with dashboard components, users are able to quickly drill into,

that each user can always have access to the best analysis for
Leverage Kofax Process Intelligence™ to extend the initial
analytics investment to additional data sources and custom
metrics.
Analytics for TotalAgility allows organizations to quickly and
accurately discover and address critical issues that, if left
unchecked, would lead to operational problems or missed
opportunities. By exposing these previously unattainable
insights, organizations can proactively improve their operational
efficiency and mitigate the risks of non-compliant operational
processes.

filter and otherwise investigate operational data to discover
important operating conditions and diagnose root causes.

Discover more about Kofax Analytics for TotalAgility at
kofax.com

Work Like Tomorw.
Integrated analytics platform for Kofax TotalAgility provides business user-friendly
dashboards and ability to customize views and metrics, with no need for coding.
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